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Friends of Albert Hall's Dr Lenore Colthead and ACT Minister for Territory and
Municipal Services Shane Rattenbury want to preserve stories about the historic
building. Picture: Elesa Kurtz

"It shows us, particularly in a planned
city, that you can't just build a city and
put people in it and it's all going to bc
fine. You need to actually create some
glue, some cohesion. That happens
through those sorts of activities.

"You really couldn't have had the city
coming together as it did without the
Albert Hall."

ACT Minister for Territory and Muni-
cipal Services Shane Rattenbury said the
hall had a tremendous history and many
Canberrans had an association with the
building.

"I think this series of seminars is a real
oppodunity to bring that history alive, to
share those connections and to learn
some new things ,along the way," Mr
Rattenbury said.

The discussion groups are a chance for
people to talk about their own memories
of the Alberl Hall, which will be
interpreted and incorporated into the
hall's history.
I The next two discussion sessions take
place on May 6 and July 1 at 2pm. Each
discussion session will run for two hours.
The May discussion session will explore
years of dancing events at Albefi Hall
from the 1 920s while the July session
will focus on artists and audiences.
Details of each session including, times,
dates and topics are available at
www.tams.gov.au

Hall's history
helped hold
ci$together
By Mark Sawa

ALBERT Hall has been a centrepiece of
civic life in Canberra for more than 85
years but there is an urgent need to track
down. stories about the hall before they
are lost forever.

Canberra historian and Friends of
Albert Hall member Lenore Coltheafi
has arranged three discussions about life
at the hall and its history in the capital.

The first took place this week and two
others are scheduled with the aim of
giving territorians a chance to tell their
story about the landmark building.

"l'm running these discussion groups
because I'm interested in finding out
what people do know about the Albefi
Hall," Dr Coltheart said. "There is a
wonderful rich repository of anecdotes,
of people who have met their husbands,
went to debutante balls, they were here at
rallies, this was where Canberra's own
Boston Tea Party was held in 1929."

Built in 1928 the hall became dance
cenlral over the ensuing decades with
balls, school socials, weekly dances,
stomps and more bringing Canberrans
together.

"The Albert Hall heritage precinct is
really one of the most important heritage
sites in the ACT," Dr Coltheart said. "I
put it on a par with OId Parliament
'House in .terms- rrf-a Commonwealth
heritage site.


